


The Bad News: For no good reason, 
there's a shortage of high- quality 175 dirt bikes. 
The Good News: The few that are available are really good. 
The Bottom Line: With progress in the form of an upgraded 
suspension system, a chrome-moly frame and a new 
yard-long power cuNe, the Yamaha IT175F falls into 
the category of Really Good. 

e WHEN YOU'RE TUGGING ON THE HANDLE

bar over a long section of whoops, or 
through a rock patch, or on a tight for
ested tr_ail, maybe you'll realize the little 
237-pound machine beneath you is not
fatiguing. You'll feel good because you're
not tired. And as you're tucking in up a
long sandwash, or on an arrow-straight
fireroad, you'll realize the 171 cc engine is
still pulling strongly though the speed
ometer registers 65 mph. Then it will dawn
on you that a good 175 has the potential
for a near-perfect combination of light
weight and horsepower.

In each model year since the IT175's 
introduction in 1977, Yamaha has acted 
toward fulfilling that potential. From the 
beginning the International Trials bike has 
had a well-engineered powerplant and a 
sound, functional suspension system. 
Two years ago, it competed with Can-Am, 
Husqvarna, Hercules and KTM. Though 
the IT was a very good bike, the other 
machines had a slight edge in perfor
mance. But because the IT (at $998 in 
1977) was priced $500 to $900 under the 
others, the Yamaha gained popularity im
mediately. Circumstances have changed 
considerably since then. Hercules motor
cycles, at least temporarily, are not avail
able; KTM and Husqvarna no longer 
produce 175s; Can-Am, after a lapse in 
production of 175 ISDT bikes, has re
sumed sale of the Qualifier; SWM GS175s 
are available but very scarce; and Suzuki 
has joined the fray with the PE175. 

Where does the Yamaha stand in rela
tion to these machines? Quite simply, it's a 
front-liner. Though Cycle has not under
taken full-scale tests •of the SWM, we 
know it's $738 more expensive than the 
Yamaha; the Italian bike would have to be 
a lot better to justify the price difference. 
Surprisingly, the Can-Am has gone down 
in price since 1977. The Canadian ma
chine is currently $1339 (only $82 more 
than the IT), and the Can-Am and the 
Yamaha are the class leaders. 

There have been no sweeping refine
ments of the 175 since its introduction. 
Yamaha began with functionally sound 
engine and chassis designs, and they've 
found it necessary to update the machine 
by increments each year. Most of the 
changes for 1979 involve chassis modifi
cations. As is common with race-bike 
improvements, many of the 175's updates 
have been track-tested on the larger ITs 
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and on the bike's cousins, the YZs. 
The single most important chassis up

date is the rather drastic reduction of the 
IT's steering-head angle from 32 degrees 
to 29.5 degrees. Using the same fork, the 
inevitable result of this change is 17mm 
less trail. Consequently, the IT's new ge
ometry produces quicker, more precise 
steering. The rider finds himself willing 
and able to maneuver the 175 with the 
handlebar rather than with a more fatigu
ing and less effective combination of body 
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English and throttle. The effect of the 
change is that the rider needn't use any 
extra effort making the IT dart around trees. 

Typically, a significantly steeper head 
angle will impact high-speed straight-line 
stability. The IT-F loses some stability, but 
not much. At speeds over 50 mph in deep 
sand or on a soft fireroad the front end 
wobbles just slightly. However, over high
speed whoops-which most often bring 
out the worst in bikes with steep head 
angles-the IT tracks straight without any 
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YRMRHR ITl75F TEST 
a yield point of anywhere from 100,000 to 
230,000 psi. If more pressure is exerted 
on a fork spring than it can stand, then the 
spring sags or collapses. Yamaha tradi
tionally has used one of the many grades 
of inexpensive spring steel; this year, 
they've upgraded the metal in their fork 
springs to help avoid collapsing and gone 
to shorter springs to maintain approx
imately the same spring rate. 

Though the 175's suspension travel fig
ures are only about average, it's important 
to note that they're about the same as the 
IT 250/400 figures. The little enduro bike 
has an inch less fork travel and identical 
monoshock and rear wheel travel. Even 
though the larger !Ts plainly need more 
wheel movement, the 175-about 30 
pounds lighter than the 250 or 400-gets 
by quite nicely on stock suspension. Fork 
damping action, both compression and 
rebound, is smooth and progressive with
out a trace of hydraulic locking. The 
spring rate is well matched to a 170- · 
pound rider. The fork uses nearly all of its 
travel on large bumps but only bottoms 
occasionally. The mono, with the damp
ing adjustment in the middle position, 
responds precisely to any and all terrain 
variations. 

As controllable over high-speed ground 
as the 175 is, it is also comfortable to ride 
while just putzing along. Though the 
longer monoshock has raised the seat 

All port passages are smooth and fairly well finished; 
intake and exhaust ports are lower than E-model's. 

Four-petal reed valve and 34mm Mikuni carburetor 
provide crisp throttle response at almost any rpm. 

Though the cylinder and head have only a moderate amount of fin area, the engine runs cool. 
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The head has centrally-located combustion chamber; 
compression ratio is raised slightly this year. 

Piston crown showed only moderate carbon build-up. 
Two keystone rings and needle bearing are standard. 

height one-half inch (to 34.5 inches), the 
ride height practically makes the IT a low 
rider. This permits the rider to throw the 
little bike around trees and make it dance 
over rocks. Its low center of gravity also 
makes the bike feel lighter than it really is, 
and lets the rider banzai through rough 
stretches without getting overly tired. The 
major drawback to its low height is that its 
footpegs are just 13 inches above the toe
smashing nasties. There's an ideal com
promise available in seat height, footpeg 
height and suspension travel. We believe 
an extra inch of suspension would make a 
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YRMRHR ITl75F TEST 
good system better, would add some 
much-needed footpeg ground clearance 
and wouldn't make the seat height un
bearable for shorter riders. 

Both wheel assemblies are well con
structed and functional. IRC tires, a moto
cross front and a Volcanduro rear, wrap 
around DID rims. The 4.10 x 18 rear tire 
has the rim saver feature, which is an 

Aluminum sidecover removed exposes external-rotor 
flywheel. CD ignition is standard on dirt Yamahas. 
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extended portion of tire protecting the rim 
from rocks. Slightly larger diameter 
spokes than on the E-model are used in 
the front wheel for added strength. 
Though the rod-actuated rear brake is 
non-floating, it doesn't chatter much un
der hard use-even when activated over 
stutter bumps or downhills. The excellent 
front brake, typical of Yamaha units, is 
progressive and powerful. Both front and 
rear brake backing plates are magnesium. 

All the miscellaneous detail chassis fea
tures reflect careful construction and de
sign. The brake pedal and rear shift lever 
both have folding tips to prevent them 
from snapping off when the rider either 
tosses the bike down the trail or just clips 
a log. The rear axle snail cams, in use on 
the IT175 since its introduction, speed 
chain adjustment. The block-type chain 
tensioner keeps the DID 520 chain taut at 
all times. Chain-tensioning fluctuations, 
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YRMRH I 175 TEST 
however, are minimal, thanks to the fairly 
tight distance (3.3 inches) between coun
tershaft and swing-arm pivot centers. A 
solidly mounted tool pouch attaches to 
the frame behind the seat, but the tools 
within need a heftier mounting setup. 
They are inside a flimsy plastic bag which 
straps to the hard plastic bottom of the 
vinyl pouch. After a half-day's ride the 
strap loosens and the tools destroy the 
bag, and the rest of the day the tools rattle 
around in the pouch. A side stand is 
standar9 on the IT, but drilled tabs are 
added to the frame to accept mounting of 
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(Continued on page 150) 

Make and model 
Price, suggested retail 

. .................... Yamaha IT175F 
....... .. .... $1257 

ENGINE 
Type ...... Two-stroke, reed-valve inducted, s1ngle cylinder 
Bore and stroke . 66 x 50mm (2.60 x 1.97 in.) 
Piston displacement ................... 171 cc (10.4 cu. in.) 
Compression ratio ................ 7.5:1 (trapped) 
Carburetion .............. (1) 34mm Mikuni 
Exhaust system ............................. Upswept with silencer/ 

USFS-approved spark arrestor 
Ignition ..... External-rotor magneto; COi 
Air filtration . . .................... Oiled, washable foam 
Oil capacity . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ............................ 650cc 

• Bhp @ rpm ....................... ......... 20.60 @ 8500 
Torque@ rpm ....................... . ..... 12.90@ 7500 

TRANSMISSION 
Type . . . . . . .. . ... .. .. Six-speed with 11-plate wet clutch 
Primary drive.. . ............. Helical-cut gear; 71 /22; 3.227:1 
Final drive ... #520 DID chain; 41/12 sprockets; 3.417:1 
Gear ratios (at transmission) . . . ... 1) 34/11; 3.090 

2) 31 /15; 2.066 3) 27/18; 1.500 4) 25/21; 1.190
5) 23/23; 1.000 6) 21 /25; 0.840

CHASSIS 
Type .............. Single-downtube, full-cradle, chrome-moly 

frame; tubular-section, chrome-moly swing arm 
Suspension, front . . ... Oil-damped, coil-spring, 

195mm-travel fork with forward-mounted axle 
rear .. DeCarbon-type, nitrogen-charged 

monoshock; 120mm of absorber travel 
allowing 211 mm of rear-wheel travel 

Wheelbase .............. 1375mm (54.1 in.) 
Rake/trail . . . . . ....... . . 29.5° 1127mm (5.0 in.) 
Brake, front ....................... ........... Drum with 130 x 22mm 

(5.12 x .87 in.) shoes 
rear ............ . .. Drum with 130 x 28mm 

(5.12 x 1.1 in.) shoes 
... DID 1.60 x 21 rim with one rim lock 

..... DID 1.85 x 18 rim with two rim locks 
.......... IRC Motocross GS-45V 3.00 x 21 

Wheel, front 
rear 

Tire, front 
rear ....... IRC Volcanduro VE-1 4.10 x 18 

Seat height ............................ 877mm (34.5 in.) 
Ground clearance ........................... 269mm (10.5 in.) 
Fuel capacity .......... .. .. ..... . ........... 9.5 liters (2.5 gallons) 

Curb weight, full tank ................ . 
Test weight 

.......... 107 kg (237 lbs) 
.184 kg (407 lbs) 

INSTRUMENTS 
Includes... 80mph/130km/h speedometer; odometer; 

trip meter; 25125W headlight with high/low-beam 
switch and on/off switch; 5.3W taillight 

CUSTOMER SERVICE-CONTACT 
Yamaha Motor Corp., USA 
6620 Orangethorpe Ave. 
Buena Park, CA 90620 
(714) 522-9011
Attn: Customer Service
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Engine Yamaha IT175F 
Speed BHP Torque Test Conditions: 
3000 ... 3.89 ...... 6.80---+--- Barometer 30.05 
3500 ... 4.94 ...... 7.41 Temperature 
4000 ... 6.31 ...... 8.28 56°F \Net 68°F Dry 
4500 .. .7.39 ...... 8.63 Correction Factor 1.024 
5000 ... 8.79 ...... 9.24_--+--- Date of Test: 2/13/79 
5500 ... 9.85 ...... 9.41 As Tested on the 
6000 . 10.05 ...... 8.80 1/\ebco Dyna 
6500 .12.19 ...... 9.85 

(") ·7000 .14.99 .. .. 11.25 
o 7500. 18.42 .. 12.90--+---+---+---i 
� 8000 . 19.64 .... 12.89 
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m 8500 . 20.60 ... 12.73 
::i 9000 .. 20.46 . .. 11.94 � 
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Yamaha IT 1 7 5 Continued from page 140 

an accessory center stand, which would 
be convenient for quick wheel removal. 

Its engine was the primary feature 
which made the original IT175C so attrac
tive. In 1977, the 21.5-horsepower Ya
maha was just a little down from the 
23-horsepower KTM and the 21. ?-horse
power Can-Am; both of these bikes were
several pounds heavier than the IT. Ya
maha R & D men haven't lopped any
significant weight off the IT in two years,
but they have made steady progress and
coaxed some more torque and horse
power out of the midrange.

The IT175F produces its peak horse
power 1000 rpm lower than did the origi
nal C-model. The 1979 machine develops 
20.60 horsepower at 8500 rpm, compared 
to the older IT's 21 .55 at 9500. The 
change is a result of some port modifica
tions. Both the intake and exhaust ports 
have been lowered one millimeter. As a 
rule, shorter exhaust timing produces a 
less radical engine; the IT's lowered ex
haust port produces that shorter timing 
and results in more mid-range power. 

A lower exhaust port also produces a 
slight increase in the trapped compres
sion ratio-up from 7.4 to 7.5:1. It does so 
because of the way compression ratio is 
calculated. Actual compression ratio (or 
trapped) is the ratio of the volume of fuel 
mixture in the cylinder when the piston 
closes the exhaust port compared to the 
volume of fuel mixture in the cylinder 
when the piston reaches top dead center. 
This "actual" measurement is opposed to 
the common European practice of com
puting the ratio between the cylinder's 
volume at bottom dead center and top 
dead center, which ratio is called the full
stroke compression ratio. 

Both the cylinder and head are un-

changed in any other way. The head still 
uses a centrally located combustion 
chamber with a mild squish band and a 
copper head gasket. The aluminum cylin
der has four studs securing it to the cases. 
The piston's relatively large bore and 
short stroke (66 x 50mm) is unchanged, 
but the piston now uses two keystone 
rings rather than last year's combination, 
which had one keystone and one normal 
ring. The connecting rod mounts on a 
needle bearing at the big end, and the 
piston pin rides on needles. 

After 600 miles of running, the piston 
showed virtually no blowby, and the rings 
were not even a bit sticky. On the under
side of the piston crown there was very 
little discoloration, which indicates the 
engine was running cool. Throughout the. 
dirt test the IT ran on Yamalube mixed 
20:1, and the bike clicked off 25 to 30 
miles per gallon. 

In the field the IT is a dynamo. It revs 
cleanly and strongly right from idle. There 
are no spectacular leaps in the power
band, just a good solid climb. The IT 
produces its best power from 7000 to 
8500 rpm. After peaking with 20.60 horse
power at 8500, the IT goes on to produce 
20.46 at 9000 and 20.02 at 9500. This 
ability to rev past the peak power point is 
important in a 175, where the rider inevita
bly runs the machine to its limit. The 
Yamaha doesn't penalize overrewing. 

Compared to a Suzuki PE175C, the 
Yamaha produces just a shade more 
power off idle, then from 4000 rpm to 5500 
pumps out anywhere from one-half to 1.7 
more horsepower. At 6000 and 6500 the 
PE takes a sizeable jump in power pro
duction and reverses the situation: in that 
narrow spread it makes one-half to 1 .5 
horsepower more than the Yamaha does. 
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From 7000 rpm upward, the Yamaha pulls 
strongly ahead and outpowers the PE by 
.70 to 3.6 horsepower. Some fireroad 
drag races last year between an IT175E 
and a PE175C bore out the dyno figures. 
The IT pulled the PE by anywhere fro 
three to five bike-lengths by the time bo 
reached sixth gear, and the results were 
the same after the riders swapped bikes. 

Other particulars of the powerplant re
main unchanged. A 34mm Mikuni car
buretor, a four-petal reed valve and an 
oiled foam air cleaner form the induction 
system. At 2000 to 4000 foot elevations . 

. the stock jetting ( # 70 pilot jet, 6F21 nee-
dle and # 360 main jet) carburets 
cleanly. 

By and large there's been no need to 
fiddle with the IT's lower end. Helical-cut 
primary gear's-71 /22 for a ratio of 
3.227:1-transfer power to the gearbox 
via an 11-plate clutch. Its six-speed gear-
box has a· couple of notable features. 
First, it shifts cleanly and requires a fairly 
short throw of the shift lever. Full-throttle 
shifts require a quick jab at the clutch 
lever, and backing half way off the throttle 
allows easy clutchless up or downshifts. 
All the gear ratios areideally spaced. First 
is good for more than just getting under
way; in the bottom gear the rider can slog 
through difficult muddy sections or 
through particularly tight trails up to about 
15 mph. The bike never drops out of its 
powerband when run hard from second 
through sixth gear; this results from care- -
fully matching gear ratios and power 
characteristics. Fifth, with a drive-to
driven gear ratio of 1.0:1, is good for 60 
mph and sixth, the only overdrive 
(0.840:1 ), carries the IT to its top speed of 
about 75 mph. Both gears are obviously 
good enough for making up time in any 
enduro. 

Only one minor change has been made 
to the electrical system. At low rpm (1000 
rpm, which is the approximate crank 
speed when the rider kick starts the en
gine) the timing has been slightly ad
vanced for easier starting. No IT has ever 
been hard to start, but the F-model fires 
before your foot makes a full arc. 

Several manufacturers are missing out 
on the 175 class. It's a popular class in 
competition: most Hare Scrambles and 
Enduros have either a 175 or 200cc cate
gory. For serious trail riders, a good 175 
performs nearly as well as a 250 and costs 
$300 to 500 less. As a bonus, 175s are 20 
to 30 pounds lighter than the average 250. 
Despite these facts, there are, practical 
speaking, only three competition-wo . 
175s readily available at a local deal 
They are the Can-Am, the Suzuki and -�=
Yamaha. We haven't yet run a Ca.n-,�
head to head with the IT; we kno 
Yamaha is a notch above the Suz • 
virtue of its more powerful engi 
better suspension. For novices, a�� -
and experts alike, the Yamaha tr=:: 
reliable, versatile machine for 
or play riding. 
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